HEADACHES?
We have the PRESCRIPTION

The NEW

Fas-Trac® III Suspension

for MSA industrial helmets
92% of customers said they preferred the Fas-Trac III Suspension
10

**IMPROVED RETENTION & STABILITY**

The lower nape strap increases **BALANCE & STABILITY**

Helmet retention is greatly improved.

**CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING:**

“Fits lower on the back of the head. Helps helmets stay on when guys are leaning over.”
ADJUSTABLE NAPE STRAP

3 levels of ADJUSTMENT

CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING:
Easier to use. More adjustment choices.
I like the new suspension a whole lot more due to security and comfort of fit.
Integral, perforated sweatband puts barrier between **HEAD** and **HEADBAND**

**CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING:**

“More comfortable.”
Optional accessory attaches while suspension is in the helmet

CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING:

"The cloth sweatband accessory is awesome."
5 OPTIMIZED RATCHET

Ratchet moves easily and holds securely

CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING:
Adjusts better to head size.
4 THOUGHTFUL DESIGN

Right-sized ratchet is GRASPABLE even while wearing WORK GLOVES

CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING:
Easier adjustment—less pressure needed to turn it.
Comfort pad provides **CUSHIONING** and improved **AIRFLOW**

**CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING:**

"The comfort pad prevents hair from getting pulled."
Users demanded: NO METAL PARTS!
FOR USE WITH MARKET-LEADING MSA HARD HATS

NO CHANGE in part numbers for helmet/suspension assemblies!

CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING:
"The operators love the way it fits!"
Questions about the Fas-Trac® III Suspension?

Visit our website

www.MSAsafety.com/FasTrac

or contact MSA Customer Service
1-800-MSA-2222